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Two-photon fluorescence imaging of impurity distributions in protein crystals
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Macromolecular impurities present in solution have profound effects on the growth and quality of protein
crystals used for x-ray structure determinations. We have imaged the three-dimensional distribution of
ovotransferrin impurities in crystals of the protein hen egg white lysozyme~HEWL! using two-photon exci-
tation fluorescence microscopy. Impurity concentrations differ between the two types of growth sectors present
in tetragonal HEWL crystals and impurities preferentially incorporate along the boundaries between growth
sectors. Cracked crystals show large impurity-rich cores that are not observed in uncracked crystals. These
nonuniform impurity distributions provide insight into how and why impurities affect crystal quality. Our
results have implications for crystal growth and for protein purification.@S1063-651X~99!50804-0#

PACS number~s!: 87.14.Ee, 87.15.Nn, 87.64.Vv, 61.72.Ss
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The revolution occurring in molecular biology is bein
fueled in part by the growing availability of high-resolutio
structures of proteins and other biological macromolecu
These structures, most of which are determined by perfo
ing x-ray diffraction measurements on crystallized m
ecules, allow detailed insight into molecular function and
rational design of drugs to modify this function. To date, t
structures of only;1% of the proteins in the human bod
have been determined. Even with advances in x-ray sour
data collection methods, analysis tools, and molecular
pression systems, the rate at which structures are b
solved is still far behind the rate at which new molecules
becoming available for study. The most serious obstacle
more rapid structure determinations is now the difficulty
obtaining high-quality macromolecular crystals@1#.

Of the many factors contributing to this difficulty, growt
solution purity is among the most important. Compared w
growth solutions used to prepare inorganic crystals, th
used for growth of protein crystals tend to be extremely i
pure @2#. Total solution concentrations of impurity protein
may be up to several percent, and even high-purity comm
cial lysozymes—easily crystallized and widely used for fu
damental growth studies—have impurity concentrations o
least one percent. Protein crystal impurities are much m
diverse than those of inorganic crystals, and include struc
ally unrelated molecules that remain after purification, str
turally related genetic variants of the host molecule, varia
produced by post-translational modifications such as de
cosylation and deamidation, chemically identical conform
tional variants, and oligomers@3–7#. These impurities can
have profound effects on solubility, nucleation, growth kin
ics, and crystal habit and morphology, and can promote
creation of dislocations, cracks, and other disorder that
significantly degrade diffraction properties@3–15#.

We have directly imaged the three-dimensional distrib
tion of impurity molecules in lysozyme crystals using tw
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photon excitation fluorescence microscopy. Impurities
distributed nonuniformly in characteristic ways, and the
nonuniformities produce the lattice stresses responsible
dislocation formation and crystal cracking. These insig
suggest an approach for obtaining high-quality crystals fr
heavily contaminated growth solutions and have implicatio
for the use of crystallization in protein purification.

Tetragonal hen egg white lysozyme~HEWL! crystals
were grown from supersaturated solutions containing 20
mg/ml high-purity commercial lysozyme~Seikagaku! and
0.75 M NaCl dissolved together with fluorescently label
impurities in 0.1 M acetate buffer atpH 4.5. 10 m l drops of
this solution were suspended on siliconized cover slips
sealed wells over solutions with the same buffer and
concentrations and then maintained at a constant temper
for several days until crystals appeared. Our initial focus
been on ovotransferrin~Sigma!, a structurally unrelated pro
tein whose molecular weight~78 kDa! is roughly five times
that of lysozyme~14.6 kDa! and which is sometimes prese
as an impurity protein in commercial lysozyme@4–7#. Fluo-
rescently labeled ovotransferrin was prepared using the
exa 488 Protein Labeling Kit~Molecular Probes!. The mo-
lecular weight of the attached label,;520 Daltons, is much
smaller than that of ovotransferrin. Absorbance measu
ments indicate that an average of 3 to 4 labels attach to e
molecule. Attached labels will in general modify the inco
poration behavior, so that labeled ovotransferrin is best c
sidered as a distinct impurity from its unlabeled form. Mo
growth experiments used solution concentrations of 0.
w/w labeled ovotransferrin and yielded crystals that we
well-faceted but often visibly cracked.

Two-photon excitation fluorescence microscopy measu
ments were performed using the facilities of the Develo
mental Resource for Biophysical Imaging and Optoelectr
ics ~DRBIO! at Cornell. In this technique, a femtosecon
infrared laser beam focused through the objective lens o
microscope excites fluorescence by a two-photon absorp
process@16#. The laser is raster scanned across the sam
and the non-descanned epifluorescence is collected by a
R3831 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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tomultiplier tube and integrated for the pixel dwell time
(;1.5 ms) to form a digital image of a two-dimension
plane in the crystal. Images of successive planes are obta
by stepping the objective focus vertically relative to t
sample. Pixel intensities are proportional to the local conc
tration of fluorophores, so an absolute measure of the in
porated impurity density can be obtained after calibrat
using a sample containing a known concentration of labe
ovotransferrin.

Conventional~one-photon! fluorescence microscopy ha
very recently been used to image labeled avidin impuritie
HEWL crystals and to show that impurity incorporation d

FIG. 1. Two-photon fluorescence micrographs of an uncrac
lysozyme crystal grown from a solution containing;0.5% labeled
ovotransferrin, acquired at successive heightsz from the initial crys-
tal nucleus atz50. Image widths are 700mm.
ed
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r-
n
d
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pends upon growth rate@17#. For two-photon excitation, the
fluorescence is proportional to the intensity squared ra
than the first power of intensity. As a result, the excitati
volume at the focus is much more precisely defined b
laterally and vertically, and attenuation of the incident be
as it passes through the crystal is dramatically reduced, s
plifying interpretation of results. For the objective lens us
in these experiments, the lateral and axial widths of the tw
photon excitation volume~uncorrected for crystal geometr
and interface refraction effects! are ;0.4 and;5.3 mm,
respectively. The limiting factors on the resolution of th
images are then~laterally! the pixel width of;1.8 mm and
~vertically! the chosen step size of 10mm between consecu
tive images. This high spatial resolution allows true thre
dimensional imaging and observation of features that are
visible by conventional fluorescence microscopy.

Figure 1 shows a series of two-photon fluorescence
crographs of an uncracked crystal taken at successive ver
positionsz, wherez50 corresponds to the approximate p
sition of the initial crystal nucleus and thez-axis in this case
is oriented along a@110# direction. The observed fluores
cence indicates that impurities incorporate in the crystal,
a calibration yields an impurity segregation coefficient
;0.4. Figure 2 illustrates the expected growth sector str
ture for slices perpendicular to the~110! direction; the dark
gray regions correspond to~110! growth sectors@formed by
addition of molecules to the~110! faces#, and the light gray
regions correspond to~101! growth sectors. Compariso
with Fig. 1 reveals two interesting features. First, the flu
rescence intensity and thus the incorporated impurity den
is different in the~110! and ~101! growth sectors; measure
ments on several crystals indicateI (110)/I (101);0.5–0.8.
Second, the boundaries between growth sector
particularly between inequivalent growth sectors—a
brighter than nearby regions by as much as a factor of
implying that impurities preferentially incorporate there. T
curvature of the sector boundaries in Fig. 1 results fr
variations in the relative face growth rates as supersatura
declines during growth@12#.

Figure 3 shows a similar series of images~with z along a
@001# direction! for a cracked crystal grown under condition
nominally identical to those for the crystal in Fig. 1. In th
case, the crystal shows fluorescence in its core that is m
more intense than in later growth regions, which have int
sities comparable to those of uncracked crystals. The
served intensities imply that the core impurity concentrat
is at least a factor of six larger than the bulk concentrat
and that the diameter of the core is roughly 50mm. Large
impurity-rich cores have been observed in all cracked cr

d

FIG. 2. Growth sector structure of tetragonal lysozyme crys
in slices parallel to a~110! face, taken~a! through the center of the
crystal and~b! away from the center. The dark gray regions a
~110! sectors, and the light gray regions are~101! sectors.
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tals studied but have not been observed in uncracked cry
@18#. Vekilov et al. @19# found that average incorporated sa
and impurity concentrations in lysozyme crystals decrea
with increasing crystallized fraction and thus increasing
erage crystal size. Based on analysis of salt incorporation
the correlation between salt and impurities, they conclu
that lysozyme crystals have a salt and impurity-rich c
roughly 40 mm in diameter. The data of Fig. 3 provide d
rect evidence for impurity-rich cores.

The observation of nonuniform impurity distributions
HEWL crystals gives insight into how impurities create d

FIG. 3. Two-photon fluorescence micrographs of a crac
lysozyme crystal grown from a solution containing;0.5% labeled
ovotransferrin. Image widths are 700mm.
als

d
-
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order. As is well established in inorganic crystal growth, im
purity incorporation changes crystal lattice constants, a
nonuniform incorporation creates stresses@20#. Sectorial dif-
ferences in impurity incorporation create stresses al
growth sector boundaries that can drive formation of dis
cations and cracks. Assuming that the molecular volume
the lattice scales with molecular weight, the measu
ovotransferrin densities in the~101! and~110! growth sectors
imply a lattice constant difference between sectors
;0.1%. This difference is substantial and must produce
nificant disorder along the growth sector boundaries. De
ration of these boundaries by impurities suggests that
disorder facilitates impurity incorporation. However, sin
both cracked and uncracked crystals display significant s
torial inequalities, the associated stresses do not seem t
the dominant source for the cracking observed in our exp
ments.

Radial impurity concentration variations can result if i
corporation on a given growth face varies in time. Crys
growth causes growth solution depletion and enrichmen
its various components and changes in concentration
flow profiles, and these in general affect impurity incorpo
tion. For example, solution supersaturation usually decrea
as growth proceeds, and the higher growth rates that o
immediately after nucleation can bury impurities before th
have time to desorb@20#. This could account for the impurity
rich cores observed in cracked crystals. Some crystals gr
under nominally identical conditions~e.g., Fig. 1! do not
show impurity rich cores, but these may nucleate later an
a lower supersaturation.

Enhancement of the impurity density in the crystal co
may also result if the initial nucleus has a high defect d
sity, perhaps because of impurity effects on initial aggre
tion. As happens at growth sector boundaries, impurities m
decorate these defects, increasing the total impurity conc
tration. However, the defect density required to account
the observed core impurity density is very high.

If impurities create cracks and other relevant disorder p
marily via their incorporation behavior in the early stages
growth, then one might hope to grow well-ordered cryst
from highly impure solutions by using a pure seed. To t
this idea, crystals were nucleated in pure lysozyme soluti
and then transferred to solutions containing 0.5% w/w

FIG. 4. Two-photon fluorescence micrograph of a lysozy
crystal grown from a pure seed in a solution containing;0.5%
labeled ovotransferrin and;4.5% unlabeled ovotransferrin. Imag
widths are 700mm.
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beled ovotransferrin and 4.5% unlabeled ovotransferrin
further growth@21#. Crystals that spontaneously nucleate
such solutions invariably crack and show other evidence
disorder. However, as indicated by the fluorescence mi
graph of Fig. 4, crystals grown from pure seeds in such
lutions are generally free of visible defects. In the grow
region outside the seed, the absolute labeled ovotransf
concentration and the sectorial concentration differences
comparable to the bulk results for unseeded crystals. T
provides additional evidence that bulk incorporation is n
responsible for the defects observed in unseeded crysta

Finally, we note that the present results may have im
cations for protein purification by crystallization. In typic
commercial crystallization, the supersaturation is greatly
rapidly increased, producing a shower of small, often hea
defected crystals. If impurities are preferentially incorpora
,
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in crystal cores and decorate crystal defects, then substa
impurity densities may remain in the crystallized fractio
This may explain why impurities that growth studies find
not appreciably incorporate in the crystal bulk often heav
contaminate commercial recrystallized lysozyme. By gro
ing larger crystals using more gradual supersatura
changes, greater separation efficiency should be obtaine
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